
EGRIPMENT SUPPORT SYSTEMS

THE SCANNER DOLLY
The base of the Scanner’s crane is, as you would

expect, the perfect combination of Maneuverability,

Strength, and Lightweight Construction. 

The Scanner’s tiny Footprint allows you to position

the crane into the smallest of places. The Scanner

Dolly even comes with levelling jacks included.

Unlike other cranes in this market, the Scanner easily

mounts onto track. Simply slide on the Egripment

Track Wheels, and you are ready to go... No special

Tracking base is needed.

THE SCANNER REMOTE HEAD
The Scanner remote head has all of the features

which have become the Trademark of Egripment

remote heads. It is strong, responsive, easy-to-use,

and has an incredible smoothness of movement. 

For more details see the Remote Magazine.
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SCANNER
The Scanner is the first of the new generation of cranes and remote head

systems in the Egripment range of Camera crane arms and jibs. As you would

expect, coming from the world’s most experienced crane and remote head

manufacturer, the Scanner combines, practicality and ease-of-use, with the

highest standards of manufacture, and sophistication
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The Scanner is a single, compact package including;

camera crane, dolly and remote pan and tilt head,

which can be operated either by one operator (from

the back of the crane arm) or by a combination of

camera operator and grip. If required, the controls

for the Scanner’s remote head can be removed from

the crane and operated independently of the arm.

THE SCANNER CRANE ARM
The Scanner crane is a lightweight Telescoping crane

arm that can easily be assembled and operated by

one man. The Scanner’s unique Telescoping feature

allows the crane to be used at exactly the length

required. To extend the arm, simply slide the front

section out, and Lock-Off. Nothing could be simpler.

Maximum Height:
6.30 MTR / 21’0”!!!

For more technical
details see specification
view in this magazine.






